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4/6/12oz can #40165ANCHOR BROTHERHOOD STEAM
Steam Beer 5.5% abv
Inspired by the brewing tradition of our flagship, 
Anchor Steam Beer, Brotherhood Steam Beer is 
brewed with its own unique recipe. A distinct malt 
bill gives the beer its copper color, and dry-hopping 
with Citra and Nelson Sauvin hops adds aromatic 
hints of citrus and mint. The result is a smooth, full-
bodied malt flavor with a lingering, fresh hop finish. 

4/6/12oz can #40026ANCHOR GO WEST! IPA™

India Pale Ale 6.7% abv 75 ibus
Go West! IPA™ is made with 2-row pale barley malt 
and dry-hopped with a unique blend of 4 American 
hops. Its mouth-wateringly complex aromas of citrus, 
pine, and the tropics; spiky bitterness; gleaming 
golden color; and clean finish unite to create this 
singular 24-karat IPA. 

ANCHOR CALIFORNIA LAGER®  
Pale Lager   4.9% abv
Made in San Francisco with two-row California barley, 
Cluster hops (the premier hop in 19th-century California), 
and our own lager yeast, this all-malt brew is kräusened 
and lagered in our cellars. Its golden color, distinctive 
aroma, creamy head, balanced depth of flavor, and 
smooth finish make Anchor California Lager® a delicious 
celebration of California’s unique brewing heritage.

4/6/12oz can #40151

ANCHOR BLOOD ORANGE BLONDE™ 
Fruit Blonde Ale 4.5% abv 20 ibu
The delectable fruit of the blood orange—deep crimson 
in color, with enticingly rich aroma and tangy-sweet 
juiciness—provides a distinctive twist to this blonde 
ale. Its taste combines the succulent complexity of 
blood oranges with mild hop bitterness, subtle malty 
sweetness, and a long, dry finish.

4/6/12 oz Can #40209
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ANCHOR LIBERTY ALE®
India Pale Ale 6.0% abv
This beer was first introduced in 1975 to 
commemorate the bicentennial of the famous ride 
of Paul Revere. A special top-fermenting ale yeast is 
used during  fermentation creating many of the subtle 
flavors and characteristics. Carbonation is produced 
by an entirely natural process called "bunging," which 
produces   champagne-like bubbles. 

4/6/12oz can #40049

ANCHOR MEYER LEMON LAGER 
American Craft Lager 4.5% abv
Our goal with Anchor’s Meyer Lemon Lager™ was 
to create a brew that would highlight the delectable 
character of this singular fruit: brightness without 
sharpness, fullness of flavor without heaviness, 
floral aroma without floweriness, complexity 
without cacophony. When life hands you Meyer
lemons, make Meyer Lemon Lager!

4/6/12 oz Can #40174

ANCHOR MANGO WHEAT 
American Wheat Ale 4.5% abv
Anchor’s Mango Wheat™; an ale made with sun-
ripened mangoes. There is something in it which is 
nothing less than voluptuous. Anchor’s Mango Wheat 
is a crisply refreshing, effervescent, golden ale that 
highlights the delectable character of this singular 
fruit: Brightness without sharpness, fullness of flavor 
without heaviness, tropical aroma without pungency, 
and complexity without cacophony.

4/6/12 oz Can #40175

ANCHOR GOLD™  
Golden Ale   4% abv
Straight-forward &easy-drinking. Anchor Gold™ is a 
throwback beer – golden color, crisp & cool, smooth 
& easy and brewed year-round for good times.

2/12/12 oz Btl. #40206 

4/6/12 oz Can #40048ANCHOR CALIFORNIA CRAF T-PACK
6-Pack Cans
Designed for beer fans to sample three legendary 
brews from America’s first craft brewery. The 
California Craft-Pack brings Anchor favorites 
together in one convenient offering.  
Featuring 12 oz Cans of Go West! IPA™, Liberty 
Ale®, and California Lager®.
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AROUND THE BEND 
GHOST OF ‘LECTRICITY  
Kölsch 4.9% abv 24 ibu 
Refreshing, crisp finish, totally sessionable. 
Everything you’d expect from a traditional Kölsch-
style beer. Only thing is, we use a first-wort-hopping 
process, which smooths out the bitterness profile 
while amping-up the overall hop presence, leaving 
you with a noticeable, but not too bitter finish. 

FL. OZ.

4/6/12 oz Can #10055

AROUND THE BEND 
PUFFING BILLY  
American Brown Ale 6.9% abv 35 ibu 
We love Browns. And you should too! Roasty malts 
and chocolaty flavors — what’s not to love? Ours is 
finished with cacao nibs to add another nuanced 
layer of bitterness and chocolate aroma to the 
already complex interplay of this well-balanced ale.

4/6/12 oz Can #10057

AROUND THE BEND 
VILLAINOUS
India Pale Ale 6.3% abv 70 ibu 
It’s the most diabolical of plans. Instead of a single 
yeast strain, Villainous employs four; two British and 
two West Coast, to make one Super-IPA strain. This 
imparts subtle flavors like apple, clover honey and 
pear. A blend of the most coveted hops adds floral 
and fruity flavors in perfect compliment. A nefarious 
pleasure to be sure. FL. OZ.

INDIA PALE ALE

4/6/12 oz Can #10056 

ARCADIA SKY HIGH RYE
Pale Ale w/Rye Malt 6% abv 55 ibus 
A West Coast-style Pale Ale with rye malt, Sky High Rye 
boasts a massive floral aroma of resinous hops.  The 
hops contribute flavor notes of lemons, peaches, and 
pine needles, combined with the sweet, malty flavors 
of toffee and bread.  Rye adds a pleasant peppery, 
spicy note like a fresh slice of pumpernickel bread. 

4/6/12oz can #12215

BADERBRÄU BLIZZA!
Kellerbier 6% abv 39 ibu     
Blizza! is a Kellerbier, a somewhat forgotten riff 
 on the German Helles that is unfiltered and hop 
forward. Dry hopped with German Saphir hops,  the 
aroma is bright and floral with notes of tangerine. 
Creamy yet crisp, this wonderfully balanced and 
drinkable lager is not to be missed. 

4/6/12 oz Can #11857

AMERICAN CRAFT CANS
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BADERBRÄU CHICAGO PILSENER
Pilsener 4.8% abv 38 ibu
Totally sessionable, this bright, hop-forward Pilsener 
was first introduced in 1989 right here in Chicago. In 
a time when “craft beer” did not yet exist in Chicago 
and pure, flavorful beer was virtually unknown in 
the US aside from imports — and people thought 
“Reinheitsgebot” was something you said when 
someone sneezed — this beer caused quite a stir.

4/6/12 oz Can #11845

BADERBRÄU LAWNMOWER LAGER
India Pale Lager 5.5% abv 45 ibu
Lawnmower Lager IPL is a citrusy hop-forward India 
Pale Lager. The perfect hot summer day’s beer. 
Lots of hop flavor and aroma; not overly bitter. Nice, 
smooth finish. Falconer’s Flight hops backed up by 
Glacier. Bright, golden color with a thick, creamy 
head. All malt grain bill.

4/6/12 oz Can #11864

BADERBRÄU RED VELVET
Bock 6% abv 30 ibu             
Baderbräu Red Velvet is a contemporary take on a 
classic German bock, a hoppy bock if you will. Red 
Velvet is a deep red, full-bodied malt bomb with a 
pronounced hop bitterness in the creamy head followed 
by big, complex, dark, and chewy malts; long, lingering 
caramel flavors; and a touch of delicious sweetness. 

4/6/12 oz Can #11863

BADERBRÄU HIGH NOON
Hefeweizen 4.9% abv 11 ibus
See, this here is one fine wheat beer. Now, other hefes 
max out at 70% wheat malt, but fancy pants here 
gets ours over 90%. Yup. You're holding the wheatiest 
… the roughest … toughest … the hefiest hefe in the 
west. Make your lip curl, n'eye squint. Ya dig?

4/6/12 oz Can #11842

AMERICAN CRAFT CANS

BADERBRÄU SOUTH SIDE PRIDE
Munich Helles Lager 4.8% abv 19 ibus
This beer-flavored beer (triple-decocted, Munich 
Helles, for the technically inclined) was brewed on 
the South Side, for all the South Siders — wherever 
they may be.

4/6/12 oz Can #11844
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4/6/12 oz Can #18094 BEGYLE BLONDE
Blonde Ale    5.4% abv
Begyle Blonde is a well-balanced Blonde Ale brewed 
with local honey sourced from Heritage Prairie Farm in 
Elburn, Ill. It has a clean, faint bitterness and features 
a subtly sweet fermentation character accentuated 
by the honey. Begyle Blonde is one of our most 
sessionable brews and pairs well with all foods.

4/6/12 oz Can #18095  BEGYLE FREE BIRD
American Pale Ale  5.7% abv
One of the most versatile beers in our lineup. 
Showcasing Falconers Flight hops, this sessionable 
brew has aromas of citrus and fresh-cut flowers, 
leading into a well-balanced blend of lemony hop 
bitterness and clean malt character. No matter the 
time of year, Free Bird’s restrained hop profile and 
clean finish make it a go-to across the board.

BERGHOFF IPA
India Pale Ale 6.5% abv 60 ibus
This IPA is firmly in the new Berghoff tradition, with 
60 IBU’s of Chelan, Falconers Flight and Hallertau 
Blanc Hops. We didn’t hold back, but we didn’t 
over complicate it either. Enjoy its great flavor in 
mindless pleasure. 

4/6/12oz can #10267

BERGHOFF ROWDY ROOT BEER  
Root Beer Malt Beverage 6.6% abv
Rowdy Root Beer is a unique brewed product mixed 
with root beer flavoring. The root beer mix is all 
natural sugar cane product. The aroma is that of 
a delicious draft root beer, leading into a smooth 
finish. The after tones taste of some of the delicious 
malts that the beer is created with.

4/6/12oz can #10703

BADERBRÄU WHEAT
German Wheat Ale 4.9% abv
Crushable wheat beer straight out of the South 
Loop, this gem showcases distinct banana and clove 
flavors with a dry lemon finish. We achieve perfect 
flavor, body and head retention by using over 90% 
wheat malt.

4/6/12 oz Can #11868

AMERICAN CRAFT CANS
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BRECKENRIDGE AGAVE WHEAT
American Wheat Ale 4.2% abv 19 ibus
This true American-style unfiltered wheat has 
something special - the nectar of the great Salmiana 
Agave. Agave complements the refreshingly light 
quality of our wheat and adds a subtle note of flavor 
that expands this beer’s uplifting taste profile. It is 
familiar, yet creative. 

4/6/12oz can #36294

BRECKENRIDGE AVALANCHE
American Amber 4.5% abv 19 ibus
Their signature beer. Full-bodied with a light, sweet 
finish. Avalanche ale is a  blend of pale and caramel 
malts and is subtle enough to be served anytime. 

4/6/12oz can #36239

6/4/15.2oz can #36383BRECKENRIDGE  
NITRO VANILLA PORTER 
Nitro Porter 5.4% abv 16 ibus
Our remarkably complex, wildly popular ale 
combines hints of chocolate, caramel, and coffee 
with an inventively delicious twist, for good 
measure. A vortex of flavors made even more 
alluring by a blast of nitrogen.

BRECKENRIDGE BRECK LAGER
American Craft Lager 4.5% abv 11 ibu
Breck Lager is a delightfully crisp standard American 
lager. Clean and bright with the color of sunflowers, 
it greets you with a soft, malty, sweet aroma that’s 
grounded by hints of grains and earth. The light 
maltiness comes through in flavor as well, which gives 
Breck Lager its satisfying body. Subtle hop character 
leaves a pleasant, dry finish that invites the next sip.

4/6/12 oz Can #36480    

6/4/15.2 oz Can #36482BRECKENRIDGE NITRO LUCKY U IPA 
Nitro India Pale Ale 5.7% abv 68 ibu
Lucky U is a soulful IPA with just the right amount 
of hoppiness. Four malts and seven different hops 
give Lucky U IPA a well-balanced and full flavor. 
Nitrogen preserves those layers of interesting hop 
character adding a delightful, smooth mouth-feel. 
The transformation creates an entirely different IPA 
experience.

AMERICAN CRAFT CANS
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CAPITAL SUPPER CLUB 
Pale Lager 5.2% 28 ibus 
Supper Club is an eminently drinkable version of a 
true American Lager. Featuring a greater depth of 
refreshing malt character than the mass marketed 
versions of the style, Supper Club is clean yet 
satisfying. Classic Wisconsin Lager at it's finest. 

2/12/12oz can #362094/6/12oz can #36353

AMERICAN CRAFT CANS

2/12/12oz can #363464/6/12oz can #36354CAPITAL MUTINY IPA
India Pale Ale 6.2% abv 70 ibus
It’s Time for a MUTINY!  Capital’s first India Pale Ale 
has a bright amber hue with an upfront florally citrus 
hop aroma.  Mutiny packs a bitter punch yet remains 
remarkably drinkable.  It’s time for a MUTINY from one 
of Wisconsin’s largest independent craft breweries.

CAPITAL WISCONSIN AMBER
Amber Lager 5.2% abv 28 ibus  
This rich amber lager is the perfect balance of 
roasted caramel malts and clean hops flavors, 
making it a perfect choice for any occasion.

2/12/12oz can #361934/6/12oz can #36396

BRECKENRIDGE CAN SAMPLER
12-Pack Cans 
Includes 12 oz Cans of: Lucky U IPA, Avalanche, 
and Agave Wheat, with SummerBright in the 
Summer and Breck Lager all other months.

2/12/12 oz Can #36293  

CAPITAL GHOST SHIP
White IPA 5.6% abv 55 ibus
This unfiltered ale is brewed with wheat, spices, and 
citrus which are accentuated by the bright grapefruit 
flavor and aroma 

4/6/12oz can #36397

2/12/12oz can #36414  4/6/12oz can #36416 CAPITAL GRATEFUL RED
Red IPA 5.3% abv 65 ibus
While the fiery red hue may deceive you of its inherent 
hoppiness, the play of toasty malt flavors with sharp, 
resiny hops will bring you to the strangest of places, if  
you’re drinkin’ it right.
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4/6/12 oz Can #72020CLOWN SHOES WHAMMY BAR
India Pale Ale 6.5% abv
Our newest IPA is jam-packed full of bright, tropical 
Australian hops and is sure to please any hophead.

CRAZY MOUNTAIN AMBER ALE
Amber Ale 5.2% abv 25 ibu
This delightfully floral Amber Ale displays a 
wonderful balance while still maintaining a profound 
hoppy goodness. We load this ale with a ridiculous 
and obscene amount of West Coast hops that are 
added late in the boil resulting in a hoppy brew 
without any bitterness.

4/6/12 oz Can #13200

CRAZY MOUNTAIN HOOKIEBOBB
India Pale Ale 6.7% abv 87 ibu
A Colorado approach to an American take of an 
English classic. Three aggressive yet floral American 
hops and one hop from Down Under team together 
to make a bright citrusy and floral India Pale Ale. A 
deep caramel malt helps to balance the bitterness 
of the hops and lets the complex hop bill shine.

4/6/12 oz Can #13220

 

4/6/12 oz Can #72050    CLOWN SHOES CLEMENTINE
White Ale 6% abv
Clementine is Clown Shoes Beer’s Belgian style White 
Ale. Light-bodied and crisp, this is a terrific White Ale 
with plenty of zest! Hazy in appearance and healthily 
carbonated, it utilizes Chambly yeast to energetically 
shape its wheat malt base. Incorporated in the 
brewing process is Clementine, sweet orange peel,  
a hint of Coriander, and Summit hops.

4/6/12 oz Can #72049CLOWN SHOES BAKED GOODS
American Pale Ale 5.5% abv
Baked Goods is a sessionable hoppy pale ale dry 
hopped with Mosaic, Azacca, Idaho 7 and Centennial 
hops, which add tropical fruit flavors and aroma.
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CRAZY MOUNTAIN OLD SOUL
Belgian Golden Ale 7.5% abv 32 ibu
A healthy amount of wheat gives this ale a very 
smooth mouth feel that’s accompanied by a fruity 
yeast character. Belgian candy contributes to this 
brew’s light body and complex flavor. European 
hops team up with Juniper berries to offer a soft, 
subtle spiciness.

4/6/12 oz Can #13232

CRAZY MOUNTAIN LAVA LAKE
Wit 5.2% abv 15 ibu
This Ale is our take on a classic Belgian Wit. To 
make this Wit unique, we add un-malted wheat, 
rolled oats, two varieties of classic European hops, 
chamomile, curacao orange peel, coriander, grains 
of paradise, and a rare yeast strain from the Old 
Country. This is a brew that can be enjoyed both on 
the slopes or on the beach.

4/6/12 oz Can #13208

CRAZY MOUNTAIN MOUNTAIN LIVIN'
Pale Ale 5.7% abv 40 ibu
We utilize two types of American hops in such a way 
that we put the flavor of these hops center stage 
and let their bitterness fade into the background. 
The hop-forward character of this Pale Ale shines 
through in the unique, tropical fruit flavor of two 
American hop varieties. Enjoy this offering with 
a fresh approach to how a Pale Ale expresses its 
inner hoppiness.

4/6/12 oz Can #13204

CRAZY MOUNTAIN  
LAWYERS, GUNS & MONEY
Barleywine 10% abv 56 ibu
For this special brew we use an assortment of 
crystal malts and throw a little Belgian candi-sugar 
into the Brew Kettle to give a hearty maltiness. Dry 
hopping with American Hops gives this English style 
a refreshing American twist.

4/6/12 oz Can #13236

AMERICAN CRAFT CANS

CRAZY MOUNTAIN  
HORSESHOES & HANDGRENADES
Extra Special Bitter 6% abv 35 ibu
Our American ESB showcases complex maltiness 
and unique hop character. Chinook & Amarillo hops 
coupled with 5 different types of malt make this 
brew one-of-a-kind. Enjoy this ale when close just 
won’t cut it.

4/6/12 oz Can #13251
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CRAZY MOUNTAIN SNOWCAT
Coffee Stout 5.9% abv 57 ibu
We took some artisanal roasted coffee and brewed 
it up in a stout made up of a complex blend of 
roasted malts. Use this ale in the AM or the PM, to 
get you through the winter months.

4/6/12 oz Can #13240

DEER CREEK  
CORK COUNTY RED CREAM ALE
Irish Cream Ale 5% abv 18 ibu
A light cream ale with a red hue due to CaraRed and 
crystal malts.  This easy drinking cream ale is an 
Americanized version of the Irish red cream ales.

6/4/16 oz Can  #12443

r e d  c r e a m  a l e

CORK
county

DEER CREEK RYEFLY IPA
India Pale Ale 6.1% abv 70 ibu
A unique twist for an IPA, the spicy rye malt blends 
naturally with the tropical fruit flavor of the Citra 
hops.

6/4/16 oz Can  #12453

RYEFLY
AMERICAN IPA

DEER CREEK DEERFLY IPA
India Pale Ale 6.8% abv 70 ibu
An American India Pale Ale with a big hop presence 
of grapefruit and tropical fruit flavors and a complex 
malt backbone.  Dry hopping adds to the aroma.

6/4/16 oz Can  #12449

AMERICAN IPA
DEERFLY

DEER CREEK SHADY AMARILLO PILS
Pilsner 5.6% abv 30 ibu
A taste of citrus and light malt aroma gives this 
Americanized Pilsner a distinct orange bouquet.

6/4/16 oz Can  #12446

AMARILLO PILS
SHADY

FLYING DOG BLOODLINE
Blood Orange Ale 7% abv 40 ibu 
Brewed with citrus-forward hops — Citra and 
Galaxy — along with blood orange juice and peel, 
it begins with huge grapefruit on the nose. Then, 
complementary citrus bitterness dominates and 
ends with a crisp and dry finish.

AMERICAN CRAFT CANS

2/12/12 oz Can #29132     
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HINTERLAND PACKERLAND PILSNER
Pilsner 4.5% abv 
High quality malted barley, German Noble hops, 
and a Czech pils yeast combine to create what a 
pilsner should be: crisp, clean and classic. 

2/12/12oz can #11266

4/6/12oz can #28099FLYING DOG SNAKE DOG
India Pale Ale 7.1% abv 60 ibus
Huge citrus (notably grapefruit) and pine bitterness 
rule this hop monster while a hint of sweetness 
rounds out the finish.

HERETIC EVIL TWIN
Red IPA 6.8% abv 45 ibu
This blood-red ale may not be what you might 
expect from a malty and hoppy craft beer. Evil Twin 
has a rich malt character, without being overly 
sweet. It has a huge hop character, without being 
overly bitter. It is a great example of a bold, rich, 
balanced craft beer, without being heavy and 
hard to drink in quantity. Our Evil Twin is only bad 
because it is too good to resist.

4/6/12 oz Can #43007 

HERETIC EVIL COUSIN
Double IPA 8% abv 100 ibu
Evil Cousin is Heretic’s take on a West coast 
imperial IPA. This beer is a bold, in-your-face 
hop monster. It has a light, easy drinking malt 
character that allows the hops to stand out. The 
hop character in this beer is intentionally on the 
dank side; big, sticky, and aggressive. This beer is 
for those of you who can’t get enough hops. Join us 
on the dank side.

4/6/12 oz Can #43010  

HINTERLAND EVERGREEN IPA
Session IPA 4.9% abv 40 ibu 
It’s 4:20 for all you hopheads with our new evergreen 
India Pale Ale. We import a ton of simcoe hops from the 
west coast Specifically for this super session ipa. Well-
balanced session ipa. All of the hop character without 
all of the alcohol! Go ahead, have more than one!

4/6/12 oz Can #11324

2/12/12oz can #29131
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6/4/16 oz Can #32049  MAPLEWOOD THE CHARLATAN
American Pale Ale   6.1% abv 35 ibu
A unique American Pale Ale with English malt 
character. The Charlatan is generously hopped 
with Simcoe, Citra, and Centennial hops. The 
Charlatan has fresh citrus and tropical flavors. 
Low co-humulone bittering hops provide a smooth 
bitterness that balances the Charlatan’s round malt 
backbone to create an extremely drinkable pale ale.

6/4/16 oz Can #32035MAPLEWOOD CRUSHINATOR
Session IPA   4.5% abv 32 ibu
Hoppy. Tropical Citrus. Sessionable. Have one, have 
many, Crushinator was meant to be crushed. This 
Session IPA uses a Vienna malt base and flaked 
maize to create great body and depth in a low ABV 
beer. The hops and yeast provide loads of tropical 
citrus and peach, with a hint of earthy spice.

MAPLEWOOD PULASKI PILS
Pilsner   5.1% abv 25 ibu
Chicago celebrates the life of Casimir Pulaski and 
so do we! This Chicago Pils was brewed with Pilsner 
and Vienna malt which results in a rich malty 
flavor. We add Santiam hops which possess both 
European and American lineage for floral notes and 
a bit of spice. Together these ingredients create an 
exceedingly drinkable and balanced pilsner, properly 
lagered for your pleasure.

LIKE MINDS DARK TOWER
Russian Imperial Stout 9% abv 35 ibu 
Dark Tower, our Russian Imperial Stout has dark 
chocolate, roasted marshmallow, and raisin 
character with a round sweet finish.

6/4/16 oz Can #37303 

LIKE MINDS HOREHOUND
Double IPA 9% abv 85 ibu 
Horehound, German for "Mountain Hops" is a 
Double IPA brewed with German hops chosen for 
their tropical and citrus character.

6/4/16 oz Can #37300 

6/4/16 oz Can #32076 
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COZMO

NOON WHISTLE COZMO
Pale Ale    5% abv 43 ibu
Grapefruit nose comes from the Falconer Flights 
hops used in this beer. A light orange hue from the 
malt makes this a balanced and crushable beer for 
the entire day. 

4/6/12 oz Can #13543  

BERNIE

NOON WHISTLE BERNIE
Milk Stout   4.9% abv
Dark and delicious with a full body. A slight 
sweetness with hints of chocolate and roasted 
barley. A great dessert beer that is rich and  
complex but not too filling.

4/6/12 oz Can #13544 

MAPLEWOOD SON OF JUICE 
India Pale Ale   7% abv 55 ibu
Son of Juice is a truly his father’s child. A hazy IPA 
dripping with fruit juice notes. Pilsner malt and oats 
make a perfect canvas for loads of mosaic, simcoe 
and nugget hops the world.

NEW PLANET SECLUSION
India Pale Ale 4.9% abv 50 ibus
An India Pale Ale brewed with light malts and dry 
hopped to create a hop-forward citrus note. This 
four-times hopped IPA is robust and aromatic with 
just the right amount of bitterness. New Planet 
Seclusion IPA is fermented from grains containing 
gluten and crafted to remove gluten. The gluten 
content of this product cannot be verified and this 
product may contain gluten.

4/6/12oz can #12818

NEW PLANET TREAD LIGHTLY ALE
Session Ale 4.9% abv 20 ibus
A well-balanced and easy drinking ale with subtle citrus 
hop character and a crisp, clean finish. As refreshing as 
a summer ale, but made to enjoy all year. New Planet 
Tread Lightly Ale is fermented from grains containing 
gluten and crafted to remove gluten. The gluten content 
of this product cannot be verified and this product may 
contain gluten.

4/6/12oz can #12819

6/4/16 oz Can #32075 
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FACE SMACK

NOON WHISTLE FACE SMACK
Berliner Weisse    5% abv
Acidic and bready aroma is up front on the nose, 
with a clean lactic sour bite on the tongue. Very 
light and refreshing, served with woodruff and 
Pomegranate syrups in the brewery if you need  
to cut the sourness.  

6/4/12 oz Can #13552

M-PUNK

NOON WHISTLE M-PUNK
Red Ale    5% abv 22 ibu
As you look at this mystic beauty you will see the 
glow from its reddish amber color. On the nose of 
this ale you should get a good dose of the mosaic 
hops. As you sip, the small amount of oats used 
creates a smooth body followed by a mild balanced 
bitterness.

4/6/12 oz Can #13545   

O’FALLON WHEACH
Wheat Beer w/Peach 5.1% abv 7 ibus
Imagine our smooth, clean wheat beer with a touch 
of peach and you get the idea behind O’Fallon 
Wheach, our peach wheat beer. Refreshing and 
crisp, it’s perfect for warm summer weather. 

2/12/12oz can #11561

SLINGSHOT
American Craft Lager 5.3% abv
The perfect session beer. Our Fermented Tribute to 
the Glories of the Underdog. A tasty and clean craft 
lager for craft ale drinkers – like us! A hint of rye and 
wheat in the malt bill and a blast of Pacific Northwest 
hops in the nose balances creativity with drinkability.

2/12/12 oz Can #19098 

TEMPERANCE ESCAPIST
American IPA 6.7% abv
Getting into the party is one thing. Getting out when 
the time is right is another. Our American IPA comes 
on strong with four types of aromatic hops and the 
right amount of bittering, then smoothly makes its 
way to the exit, lingering only in your memories.

4/6/12 oz Can #67126

AMERICAN CRAFT CANS
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TIGHTHEAD CHILLY WATER
American Pale Ale 4.8% abv 40 ibus
Wheat based, drinks like an IPA but without the 
heavy malt sweetness. Citra and Amarillo hops 
provide an aroma and flavor of mango, tangerine 
and other citrus fruit. American ale yeast ferments 
Chilly to a crisp, refreshing finish.

6/4/16oz can #11032

TIGHTHEAD IRIE IPA
India Pale Ale 7.8% abv 100+ ibus
Hoppy, complex IPA. High original gravity 
establishes a sturdy malt backbone for the 
Chinook, Columbus and Centennial hops. American 
ale yeast ferments this beer cleanly allowing the 
dank hop qualities to come through.

6/4/16oz can #11034

TEMPERANCE GATECRASHER
English-Style IPA 6.6% abv
You get into the sold-out show without a ticket. You 
don’t have to shout for people to listen. Our IPA may 
be late to the party, but it will be closing the place 
down. You’ll remember Gatecrasher for its flavor, 
not bitterness.

 

4/6/12oz can #67105

TEMPERANCE SMITTYTOWN
Extra Special Bitter 5.8% abv
An unreal Extra Special Bitter brewed with refined 
English malts then bastardized with brazen 
American hops for celebrating a neighborhood  
that doesn’t exist. 

5.5%
ALC/VOL

 

4/6/12oz can #67004

TEMPERANCE RESTLESS YEARS
Pale Ale w/Rye 5.8% abv
Restlessness is a movement. It thirsts for change 
and defies expectations. Crisp and refreshing with 
sweet hints of pure joy, our pale ale keeps things 
moving with tropical aroma. Turn your restless  
nights to restless years.

4/6/12oz can   #67017
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6/4/16oz can #11033SCARLET > FIRE
Red Ale 5.6% abv 30 ibus
Brewed with roasted barley and caramel malt 
creating a balance of malt sweetness and subtle 
toasty notes. American ale yeas provides a clean 
finish with traditional East Kent Golding hops.

BERNIE IRISH 
COFFEE

NOON WHISTLE BERNIE IRISH COFFEE
Milk Stout    6% abv 40% ibu
A slightly sweeter take on the same dark and 
delicious profile with strong coffee and light cream 
flavors. The perfect beer for your favorite parade. 
LIMITED RELEASE.

6/4/12 oz Can #13560

Limited Release Craft Cans

BADERBRÄU THE CONFLAGRATOR
Smoked Dopplebock    7% abv 
From the firey depths of oblivion comes a force 
of destruction so great it can only be doled out 
in  limited quantities. Hellbent on treating your 
palate to a unique array of aroma and flavor, The 
Conflagorator is the smoked doppelbock here to 
slay your thirst! Beware! It’s a Beast! 
LIMITED RELEASE.

6/4/12 oz Can #11865

BADERBRÄU GUNSMOKE
Smoked Hefeweizen    5.2% abv 10% abv 
This smokey-crated-heffy blazin’ goodness you’re 
enjoying is our first Baderbräu Small Batch offering. 
240 cases brewed just for you. 
LIMITED RELEASE.

6/4/12 oz Can #11860 

LIMITED RELEASE CRAFT CANS
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SEASONAL CRAFT CANS

Seasonal Craft Cans

4/6/12oz can #12201ARCADIA WHITSUN ALE
Wheat Ale 6.2% abv 17 ibus
Our wheat ale is spiced with just the right amount of 
coriander, orange zest and orange blossom honey.  
Light enough for a hot day thirst quench, yet enough 
legs to put beer and romance in the same sentence.
AVAILABLE SUMMER

BADERBRÄU CHRISTMAS BLISS
Baltic Porter 6.7% abv
Christmas Bliss is a rich and silky Baltic Porter brewed 
with orange peel and vanilla. Sweet notes of chocolate 
predominate, with subtle hints of orange and vanilla in 
the background to add a festive feel. A perfect holiday 
warmer and yes, it’s still a lager. 
AVAILABLE WINTER.

4/6/12oz Can #11854

BADERBRÄU OKTOBERFEST
Märzen 5.1% abv 23 ibu             
A beautiful amber/copper colored beer with a 
medium body. Our Oktoberfest will please the 
American beer audience as well as beer geeks 
seeking a true-to-style German Oktoberfest. 
AVAILABLE FALL.

4/6/12 oz Can #11850 

SILK ROAD   
American Pale Ale
w/Galangal  5.9% abv 48 ibu 
What’s galangal? It’s a root. It’s a lot like ginger, but 
a bit more flowery and intense. It makes this classic 
APA like nothing you’ve had before. Packed with 
five American hop varietals, it’s the perfect balance 
of flowery-spicy-citrusy, with orange and tropical-
fruit flavors playing off a sturdy malt backbone. 
AVAILABLE FALL.FL. OZ.

4/6/12 oz Can #10058

5 RABBIT GUAVA PALETAS
Wheat Beer w/Spices 3.5% abv 16 ibu
Paletas are meant as summer refreshers—a more 
sophisticated alternative to one-dimensional shandies 
and radlers. We’re brewing them as a series, each one 
different, and when one’s gone, it’s gone. We brew the 
next one. At the end of summer, they vanish until next 
year. We hope never to repeat ourselves.  
AVAILABLE SUMMER.

6/4/16 oz Can #60029   
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2/12/12oz can #364174/6/12oz can #36418CAPITAL LAKE HOUSE LAGER
Lager 4.6% abv 18 ibus
Count your summer blessings with this seasonal 
brew. This wonderful beer has a deep golden hue 
and a smooth malty flavor with a clean pleasant 
finish. Imported German malts are used to create 
the flavor of this festive beer. 
AVAILABLE MAY–JULY.

CAPITAL OKTOBERFEST  
Märzen 5.5% abv 24 ibus
The mother of all seasonal beers has a fiery amber 
hue with rich malty overtones that dominate the flavor.  
AVAILABLE AUGUST–OCTOBER.

2/12/12oz can #363994/6/12oz can #36402

2/12/12oz can #364074/6/12oz can #36406CAPITAL MAIBOCK 
Maibock 6.2% abv 25 ibus
A dark golden  hue invites one to an incredibly 
smooth, confident malt powerhouse. A quintessential  
beer experience. 
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY–APRIL.

6/4/15.2oz Can #36510BRECKENRIDGE 
NITRO CHOCOLATE ORANGE STOUT 
American Stout 6% abv 13 ibus
Chocolate Orange Stout is brewed with orange zest 
and locally sourced cacao (cold-pressed unroasted 
cocoa beans). Mandarina hops impart subtle aromas of 
tangerine which enhance the citrus flavors. The velvety 
texture of the nitrogen head completes this decadent 
wintertime indulgence. 
AVAILABLE WINTER.

6/4/15.2oz Can #36514BRECKENRIDGE  
NITRO DRY IRISH STOUT 
Irish Stout 4.8% abv 38 ibus
Nitro Dry Irish Stout is a traditional Irish beer that 
offers a drinking experience only nitrogen can create 
by lending a remarkably smooth, balanced flavor and 
a velvety head. Made with roasted barley and Irish 
Stout Malt, this black beer has subtle flavors of coffee 
and hints of grain. Well-balanced hops in harmony 
with the roasted malts give it a particularly dry finish. 
AVAILABLE EARLY SPRING.

6/4/15.2oz Can #36503BRECKENRIDGE 
NITRO PUMPKIN SPICE LATTE 
Pumpkin Coffee Stout 5.5% abv 11 ibus
Nitro Pumpkin Spice Latte is a stout made with dark 
roasted malts and carefully roasted, cold pressed coffee 
beans. Vanilla, cinnamon, nutmeg, and cloves delicately 
complement the taste of rich pumpkin. These well-
balanced fall flavors presented with the velvety texture 
of nitrogen create a truly distinctive and delicious beer. 
AVAILABLE FALL.
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CIDER CANS

4/6/12oz can #409422 TOWNS BRIGHT CIDER
Apple Cider 6% abv
Clean and crisp, The BrightCider is made  
exclusively with fresh-pressed NW apples.
BrightCider, always a bright idea!

4/6/12oz can #409432 TOWNS GINJA NINJA
Ginger Cider 6% abv
Our redheaded cider samurai sliced thousands of 
pounds of fresh apples and pure ginger root to craft  
the Ginja Ninja.
Take a sip grasshopper and learn the Ginja Ninja  
warrior way!!

TEMPERANCE GREENWOOD BEACH
Blonde Ale w/Pineapple 4% abv
Swimsuits on fences. Chances taken. Summer 
belongs to the carefree and the courageous. 
Greenwood Beach Blonde embraces summer  
with a bold addition of pineapple. It’s a beer  
for the opportunities you don't pass up.
SUMMER SEASONAL.

4/6/12oz can #67110

SMACK 
THIS

NOON WHISTLE SMACK THIS
Black Sour    5% abv
As you approach you get chocolate burnt notes on 
the nose. When you begin to taste it starts with an 
even sweetness followed with a nice sour that will 
hit the back of your tongue. The finish is clean not 
allowing the sourness to linger making you want to 
come back for more.   
AVAILABLE FEBRUARY – APRIL.

6/4/12 oz Can #13554

SWANKY 
SMACK

NOON WHISTLE SWANKY SMACK
Red Sour    5% abv
Light sour nose will give you a small initial smack. 
Starts off dry and crisp finishing sour, malty and 
very smooth. 
AVAILABLE AUGUST–OCTOBER.

6/4/12 oz Can #13553

Cider Cans

CAPITAL WINTER SKÅL  
Winter Lager 5.5% abv
An amber hued beer loaded with a great depth of 
specialty malt character and smooth hop flavors, 
guaranteed to make one welcome the onslaught  
of the cold. 
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER– JANUARY.

2/12/12oz btl. #364274/6/12oz can #36428
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BLAKE’S CIDER CO. BEARD BENDER
Cider 6.5% abv
Blake's Beard Bender is a 100% natural hard cider. 
Beard Bender packs a punch not expected from 
hard cider. Derived from a variety of Bittersweet and 
Bittersharp apples. Beard Bender is tart, crisp and 
amazingly drinkable. And, of course, 100% grown at 
Blake Farms in Armada, Mi.

4/6/12oz Can #15412 

BLAKE’S CIDER CO. EL CHAVO
Cider 6.5% abv
At Blake’s Hard Cider Co., we like spicing things up. 
That’s why we put dimmers on the lights in our Cider 
House. And it’s why we created this sweet, heated 
blend of habanero pepper, mango and our famous 
Blake’s apples. Experience a hard cider that’s really, 
honestly, truly like no other. Experience El Chavo.

4/6/12oz can #15408

BLAKE’S CIDER CO. FLANNEL MOUTH
Cider 6.5% abv
Blake's Flannel Mouth is made with a wide array 
of late season table and dessert apples. This 
succulent combination gives it a sweet flavor than 
finishes incredibly smoothly. Made 100% with 
Michigan-grown apples, Flannel Mouth is sure to 
win you over. Again and again.

4/6/12oz can #15400

2 TOWNS OUTCIDER
Cider 5% abv
Like the rugged outdoors of the Northwest,  
the OutCider is raw and unfiltered.
Get up and get OutCider!

4/6/12oz can #40944

2 TOWNS MADE MARION
Marionberry Cider 6% abv
Ripe & Juicy, The Made Marion is made with fresh-
pressed NW apples and Oregon-grown marionberries.
“There’s gonna be a big to do in Nottingham”.

4/6/12oz can #40946 

BLAKE’S CIDER CO. GRIZZLY PEAR
Pear Cider 5% abv
A melody of the orchard, Grizzly Pear; Blake’s first 
pear inspired Hard Cider eloquently melds soft notes 
of pear balanced with a sharp apple finish rounded 
out with playful hints of prickly pear cactus and 
elderflower.

4/6/12oz can #15428
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6/4/16oz can #11913PACIFIC COAST DRY HARD APPLE CIDER  
W/WILD CHERRY 
Cider 6% abv
Very complex flavors with a light cherry color. The 
generous effervescence carries aromas exploding 
with sour cherry and cinnamon. Flavors continue 
on the palate with spice and oak tannins. Medium 
bodied with rich mouth-feel and a hint of cinnamon.

6/4/16oz can #11900PACIFIC COAST  
DRY HARD APPLE CIDER
Cider 6% abv
Beautiful, clean and effervescent with a wisp of 
pale gold and a tint of green on the edge. The tiny 
bubbles are very active with enticing apple aromas 
that jump out of the glass. Green apple, and lemon 
and lime notes round out the aromatics. Hits the 
palate with carbonation, tartness and a hint of 
tannin balanced by ripe green apple and lime, 
leading to a creamy richness in the finish.

6/4/16oz can #11904PACIFIC COAST DRY HARD APPLE CIDER  
W/PINOT GRIGIO
Cider 6% abv
Pale straw color with perfect clarity. The candied 
apple aromas are layered with hints of crisp Pinot 
Grigio. Significant effervescence hits the palate with 
candied apple flavors and lime, citrus and Pinot Grigio 
accents, followed by a soft, lingering finish and a little 
tannic bite.

6/4/16oz can #11909PACIFIC COAST DRY HARD APPLE CIDER  
W/STRAWBERRY 
Cider 6% abv
Resembles a crisp Rose wine in color and taste. Fruity 
aromas of fresh strawberries, vanilla cream and 
honey lead to sweet citrus, melon and mineral flavors. 
Medium bodied and very well balanced. Starts slightly 
sweet but finishes dry, soft and lingering.

BLAKE’S CIDER CO. THE TONIC
Cider 6.5% abv
As the first flushes of green awaken the new year, 
invigorate your senses with freshly picked ginger root 
and cool cucumber combined together to create our 
crisp, light elixir; Blake's Tonic. 
AVAILABLE APRIL – JULY.

4/6/12 oz Can #15431   
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6/4/16oz can #11917PACIFIC COAST  
APPLE MANGO MUSCAT CIDER
Cider 6% abv
Cider never tasted like this crisp, new creation: 
our unique blend of hand crafted hard apple cider, 
delicately floral Muscat wine and lush, tropical mango. 
Crack open a can today for instant sunshine and a 
perfect pouring partner!

6/4/16 oz Can #11936 BLUEBERRY ZIN
Cider 6% abv
Blending tart blueberries and California Zinfandel 
creates a hard apple cider with dark fruit flavors, 
sprightly tannins, and a deep lavender hue. Our frost 
fermentation process ensures a balanced, food-
friendly cider.

with BLUEBERRY ZIN 

6/4/16 oz Can #11937 BONE DRY
Dry Cider 6% abv
This cider is simple yet complex and very dry! We 
went with the bare bones and made this cider with 
apples,  apples, and only apples. You don’t need to 
be sweet, to have character!

6/4/16oz can #15300UNCLE JOHN’S APPLE
Semi-Dry Cider  6.5% abv
Full flavored, crisp and refreshing.  This cider is drier, 
appealing to white wine & seasoned cider drinkers.  
This flagship cider is highly-awarded and perfectly 
balanced.

APPLE

6/4/16oz can #15305UNCLE JOHN’S APPLE CHERRY
Semisweet Blush Cider  6.5%  abv
A sweet/tart blend of our traditional Apple, blended 
with tart cherry juice.  This blush is very fresh and 
clean.  This is a great product to lead with into a new 
market.

APPLE  
CHERRY
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6/4/16oz can #15350UNCLE JOHN’S APPLE CRANBERRY
Semi-Dry Cider  6.5%  abv
A sweet/tart blend of our traditional Apple hard cider 
with the addition of cranberry juice.  The perfect 
hard cider for the holidays.
AVAILABLE NOVEMBER–FEBRUARY.

APPLE
CRANBERRY

UNCLE JOHN’S APPLE APRICOT
Semisweet Cider 6.5% abv
This sweeter blend of our traditional Apple blended 
with apricot juice makes a refreshing cider to kick off 
the spring and summer season.
AVAILABLE APRIL–JUNE.

6/4/16oz can #15369

APPLE
APRICOT

UNCLE JOHN’S  
ATOMIC APPLE CINNAMON
Semisweet Cider 6.5% abv
A spicy blend of our traditional Apple Cider & 
Cinnamon.  A must have autumn beverage.
AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER–OCTOBER.

6/4/16oz can #15308

ATOMIC APPLE
CINNAMON

6/4/16oz can #15345UNCLE JOHN’S APPLE PEAR
Semisweet Cider  6.5%  abv
A softer blend, made from our traditional Apple and 
pear juice.  This cider is light an fresh with a perfect 
balance.

APPLE PEAR

6/4/16oz can #15365UNCLE JOHN’S APPLE BLUEBERRY
Semisweet Blush Cider  6.5% abv
Our sweetest cider, but not too sweet.  The balance 
of our crisp Apple blended with sweet blueberry 
juice makes it very easy on the palate.  The perfect 
starting drink for a new cider drinker.

APPLE
BLUEBERRY

CIDER CANS
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1/24/12oz can #26015AMERICAN
Pale Lager 4.7% abv
American beer, brewed proudly in Pittsburgh PA USA.  
Aromas of a small sweet malt and has a malt taste. A 
beer anyone can be proud of.

PABST BLUE RIBBON
Lager 4.65% abv
A premium lager brew crafted with a hefty infusion 
of 6-row barley in its ingredient package, a carefully 
balanced carbohydrate profile from corn syrup, and 
a unique combination of Pacific domestic hops 
blended with an imported Yugoslavian variety.  
Fermented with a pure culture of yeast and aged 
at high gravity, PBR is cellared and finished to the 
smooth, robust likeness of a fine Pilsner. 

2/12/12oz can #40122

1/30/12oz can #40117

12/24oz can #40119

1/24/12oz can #40127

4/6/16oz can #40126

2/12/16oz can #40121

Domestic

2/15/12oz can #10357 1/30/12oz can #10358STROH’S 
Lager 4.5% abv
A full-bodied American lager unlike most, Stroh beer 
sports a craft brew pedigree. Enriched with hop 
varieties usually found only in craft brews, Stroh 
lager offers a distinct and distinguished taste with a 
preponderance of Cascade and Willamette hops from 
the great Northwest. Pungent and pleasing, Stroh 
stands apart from the usual lager taste profile in flavor.

SCHLITZ
American-Style Lager 4.5% abv
Schlitz balances its malted barley flavor with an 
infusion of corn extract for greater drinkability—light 
on the tongue but loaded with flavor.  A smooth blend 
of Cascade, Willamette, and Mt. Hood hop varieties 
is punctuated with a high level of carbonation that 
tingles the taste buds.  Just the right amount of 
alcohol enhances the blend with flavor and zest. 

4/6/16oz can #10026

1/24/12oz can #10175 1/30/12oz can #10181OLD MILWAUKEE BEER
American-Style Lager 4.55% abv
Old Milwaukee beer is brewed with several pedigree 
varieties of blended 6-row malt, specially processed 
corn syrup, and two complementary varieties of hops. 
A tried and true brewing process and fermentation 
profile converts these basic ingredients to a full-
bodied, carefully balanced beer, high in extract, 
moderate in alcohol, low in satiability. 

DOMESTIC CANS
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6/4/16oz can #10816BECK’S
Pilsner 4.8% abv
This classic German Pilsner carries a distinctive full-
bodied taste, with a fresh “hoppy” bouquet, golden 
color and a rich full head.  The taste doesn’t end there.  
With a slightly fruity but firm crispness, this exciting 
blend of intriguing flavors ends with a clean, dry finish.

BECK’S SAPPHIRE
Pilsner 6% abv
A new addition to the Beck’s family for 21-29 year 
old adult consumers who are increasingly looking for 
premium beers that complement their trendy style and 
nighttime occasions. Sapphire’s striking black glass 
bottle is sure to deliver a bold statement in the club.

®SAPPHIRE

®

6/4/16oz can #10447

6/4/16oz can #30009BODDINGTONS
Pale Ale 4.6% abv 
A refreshing, smooth &  sessionable beer. It is 
renowned for its golden color, full-bodied flavor and 
malty, morish taste with smooth, tight creamy head.

DELIRIUM TREMENS
Belgian Golden Ale 8.5% abv
“The name Delirium Tremens speaks for itself.  The 
color is golden and the head is creamy and light.  
The aftertaste is fruity, almost cherry.  It has a big 
body, a rich mouth feel, and a long, sweet aftertaste” 
– Stuart Kallen, The 50 Greatest Beers in the World.

6/4/16.9oz can #37121

CARLSBERG
Pilsner  5.0% abv
A golden color and delicate smell of hops and 
malt, Carlsberg is the quintessential pilsner 
beer.  Carlsberg is medium-bodied, dry and well 
proportioned with a characteristic hop bitterness 
that supports its fine structure. Available in Draft.

6/4/16.9oz can #10897 2/12/16.9 oz Can #10907

4/6/11.2 oz Can #36957BAVIK SUPER PILS 
Pilsner 5% abv
A true Belgian Pilsner, crafted by Brewery De 
Brabandere in Bavikhove, Belgium. This pilsner is 
uncompromised, brewed as it was in 1894. What 
makes Bavik a Super Pils? 100% MALT - No dilution 
assures the quality of the Pilsner.  All ingredients 
are added during the brew process. 100% NOBLE 
BITTERNESS - By using only Aroma Hops there is a 
smooth bitterness with character leaving you with a 
soft and round aftertaste.  

Import Cans
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24/11.2oz can #10943CRABBIE’S ORIGINAL  
ALCOHOLIC GINGER BEER
Ginger Beer 4.8% abv
Brewed with a unique recipe containing real ginger 
and a secret blend of spices carefully selected 
from Asia.  Using a “sleeping” process that takes 
a minimum of 6 weeks which gives Crabbie’s this 
delicious spicy flavor.  Ideal to drink all year round—
refreshing in the summer and warming in the winter. 

6/4/16oz can   #22550DUBLIN'S PUB
English Cider 5% abv
Dublin's Pub is a premium cider crafted with the finest 
apple varieties from our orchards. Every step, from 
selection to blending to fermentation, follows a strict 
process faithful to the traditional Irish method.

KOSHIHIKARI ECHIGO RICE LAGER
Rice Lager 5% abv
Brewed using German malts and hops, along with 
the famed Koshihikari rice from    Niigata Prefecture. 
Echigo Koshihikari is clean and simple yet packed 
with a delicious rice flavor. Complements sushi, 
sashimi, yakitori served with salt, etc.

24/11.8oz can #11143

ECHIGO PREMIUM RED ALE
Red Ale 6% abv
Echigo Premium Red Ale is both complex and 
refreshing, and it has a refined citrusy aroma with 
a well-balanced bitterness and sweetness.  The 
beautiful crane design represents the Japanese 
culture and culinary style that influenced this beer.  
Complements fried shrimp, marinated octopus, etc.

24/11.8 oz Can #11144 

HARVIESTOUN OLD ENGINE OIL
Black Ale  6% abv
A near-black brew with a silky-smooth, rummy aroma 
and coffee-ish palate.  A suggestion of the darkest 
chocolate make this eminently drinkable.  The 
beer is sweetish, yet perfectly balanced with hop 
bitterness. 

6/4/11.2 oz Can #23857

HOLLANDIA
Pilsner 4.25% abv
One of the best Holland has to offer. A pilsner beer 
brewed in traditional manner and with constant 
dedication to the highest quality. Beer made 
especially for people who enjoy the free life and 
take the time to do so. A pure Dutch product, that 
tastes good, and looks fresh. 

6/4/16oz can #22033
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PRIMUS
Pilsner 5.2% abv
Headstrong by nature. Every sip releases its 
characteristic taste in your mouth. It lives its own 
life, the way it wants to, and stays true to itself.

6/4/16.9oz can #11621

MONK’S CAFE
Flemish Sour Ale  5.5% abv
Owner, Tom Peters of Monk’s Café in Philadelphia 
convinced the Van Steenberge brewery to bottle its 
famous ‘BIOS - Vlaamse Bourgogne’ under private 
label for him. The Flemish Burgundy of the Van 
Steenberge brewery is an old brown in style, aged 
in oak, and is one of the oldest brews made by the 
brewery, at least brewed for over 300 years.  

6/4/11.2oz can #37126

ORION DRAFT LAGER
Lager 5% abv
Characterized by a crisp and refreshing taste with a 
light and long-lasting head, this beer is particularly 
well-suited to the warm, subtropical climate of its origin. 
Brewed with Hallertaurer hops from Germany and malt 
carefully selected from the highest quality European 
and Australian varieties, Orion Beer is sure to satisfy.

4/6/11.8oz can #11142

MONTY PYTHON'S HOLY GRAIL ALE
Golden Ale 4.7% abv
Cult classic and official beer of the Monty Python 
team. Years later and Holy Grail is still going strong. 
With more hops than a killer rabbit, it’s a full-
flavored golden ale with a distinctively fruity flavor 
followed by the Black Sheep signature dry finish.  
Be warned, this beer has been tempered over 
burning witches! Only joking.

6/4/16 oz Can #22551

PRAGA PREMIUM PILS
Pilsner   4.5% abv
This authentic Czech Pils is brewed by the famous 
Samson Brewery. This is a full bodied beer, rich in 
Saaz hops and brewed following a 200 year old 
tradition by Czech brew masters. A strong pale  
malt quality is evident in the taste profile.

2/12/16.9 oz Can #22075   

PRAGA DARK LAGER
Dark Lager   4.5% abv
This true Czech Dark Lager is brewed by the famous 
Samson Brewery. This full bodied beer is rich in Saaz 
hops and roasted barley giving the beer a sweet, 
chocolate like, aftertaste. Less CO2 makes this less 
filling but you won’t miss the carbonation as all you 
can taste is the rich malt sweetness.

2/12/16.9 oz Can #22076   
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SAPPORO RESERVE 
Pale Lager     5.2% abv
Served in our iconic can, Sapporo Reserve is made 
with only the finest beer ingredients. This is one 
World-Class lager with a fuller body and a more 
intense complexity.

12/22oz can #41009

SAPPORO PREMIUM 
Pale Lager     5% abv
With lush use of aroma hops, Sapporo Premium 
has an amazingly crisp taste, refreshing flavor, and 
refined bitterness to leave a clean finish. Whether 
in our iconic silver can that is long loved by our 
American fans, in bottles, or on tap, Sapporo 
Premium Beer can be enjoyed on any occasion.

12/22oz can #41008

REISSDORF KÖLSCH
Kölsch 4.8% abv
Designed to be pale of color, and soft on the palate, 
this Kölsch beer is restrained on fruitiness, with a 
delicate dryness in the finish. "Reissdorf Koelsch" is 
a "session style" beer served in its typical 7 oz. glass 
in the wee-hours after work.

6/4/16.9oz can #23132

SAPPORO BLACK 
Schwarzbier 4.3% abv
Sapporo Premium Black is a new black lager brewed
with roasted dark malts that give it a robust flavor 
to pair with the clean finish consumers expect from 
Sapporo. Bold, smooth and delicious, this is the world-
class dark lager beer lovers have been waiting for.

12/22 oz Can #41018 

4/6/16.9 oz Can #22074 RED HORSE
Malt Liquor 8% abv
Red Horse Beer, the Philippines’ first extra-strong 
beer, is a full-flavored beer is marketed as having  
"the right kick and taste for the action-oriented 
individual."

ST. AMBROISE IPA
India Pale Ale 6.2% abv 56 ibus
We’ve married Cascade and Chinook hops with 
a subtle blend of malts -anyone who appreciates 
strong ale will love it. Hop bitterness and malt 
smoothness: it’s a journey your taste buds will  
enjoy time and again.

6/4/16oz can #22513
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6/4/16.9oz can   #11283STIEGL PILS
Pilsner 4.7% abv
Stiegl-Pils is a noble, hoppy pils with a clean, crisp 
aroma, color and taste. As all other Stiegl-Beers 
brewed strictly in compliance with the purity law of 
1516 using just water, hops, malt and 500 years of 
brewing tradition to complete the finest ingredients 
in this aristocrat amongst pils beers.           

ST. AMBROISE OATMEAL STOUT
Oatmeal Stout 5% abv 14 ibus
St-Ambroise Oatmeal Stout’s expert blend of deeply 
roasted malts has made it an international medal winner. 
You’ll fall in love with your first sip of this rich brew 
punctuated by espresso and chocolate notes, topped 
with a thick, creamy head with just a hint of mocha.

6/4/16oz can    #22512

STELLA ARTOIS
Euro Lager 5.2% abv 
Only the very best barley and the finest hops are 
selected for Stella Artois. The care and attention 
at every step in the brewing process enable Stella 
Artois to mature into a full-bodied and exceptionally 
well-balanced beer, perfectly thirst-quenching, and 
perfect for everyday special moments. 

2/10/14.9oz can #300302/12/11.2oz can  #30040

6/4/16.9oz can #11272STIEGL GOLDBRÄU 
Marzen 4.9% abv
Commonly referred to as Marzenbier – meaning 
“March”, when the beer was brewed and laid down in 
caves before the summer weather rendered brewing 
impossible. Stocks would be drawn upon during the 
summer months. Mildly hopped, golden in color, a 
great head and with a superb finish.

4/6/16.9 oz Can #30054SCHÖFFERHOFER GRAPEFRUIT
Hefeweizen Radler > 0.5% abv
Schöfferhofer Grapefruit is the perfect balance 
of citrusy sweetness and tangy grapefruit coming 
together to create a unique taste experience. 
Discover what makes it the leader of a whole new 
kind of alcoholic beverage.
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WITTEKERKE
Wit 5% abv
Charms you with its own character, smooth taste 
and a unique delicious aroma. A very pleasant drink, 
light in alcohol with a crisp and refreshing flavor. 
WITTEKERKE is always served cold, but in taking 
your time to enjoy it, you will find more flowery and 
spring flavors towards the end of your glass. 

4/6/11.2oz can #36952

6/4/16.9oz can #11313STIEGL GRAPEFRUIT RADLER
Radler 2% abv
Stiegl Goldbrau is blended with soda made with 
real fruit juice giving it a distinct tart aroma and 
natural cloudiness.  Low in calories (118.8/11.2oz) 
and with a low alcohol content makes it an ideal 
thirst quencher. 

IMPORT CANS

WITTEKERKE WILD
Sour Wit 5% abv
The refinement and refreshment of Wittekerke 
Wit united with the harvested and unleashed wild 
yeast and bacteria,  results in a unique balance of 
wit beer and sour aromas. This ultra-floured and 
refreshing session beer is easily accessible for 
everyone … and demands for more than one!

6/4/16.9oz can #30988

24/11.2oz can #12909WARSTEINER PREMIUM VERUM
Pilsner 4.8% abv
Enjoy this world-class international premium pilsner. 
Unique: the slightly tart taste experience. Exceptional: 
the top quality of the ingredients. Inimitable: the 
exquisite premium character. Pleasantly light: thanks 
to especially soft brewing water. 

WARSTEINER GRAPEFRUIT
Radler 2.5% abv
A beer mix (shandy style) consisting of 50% beer 
and 50% grapefruit soft drink. Clean, crisp and 
refreshing. Combining the best of brewing tradition 
and fruitiness. The perfect refreshment in the 
summertime and beyond.

6/4/16.9oz can #12919

6/4/16.9 oz Can #11346STIEGL ZITRONE LEMON RADLER
Radler 2% abv
This refreshing thirst quencher with real lemon 
juice satisfies your senses with its sparkling and 
invigorating taste. Straw glow, naturally cloudy, 
reminiscent of citrus, revitalizing sparkle, invigorating 
taste of real lemons, refreshing thirst quencher.

6/4/16.9 oz Can #12912 
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